
Movian - Bug #1693
[PS3] Automatic "mark as seen" not working.
04/21/2013 11:53 PM - Anonymous

Status: Fixed Start date: 04/21/2013
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: User interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.4
Found in version: 4.3.168 Platform: PS3
Description

The automatic "mark as seen" function after seeing a percentage of a video has stopped working somewhere around unstable release
4.3.168. I forgot which version exactly, but it was only a few unstable releases ago. I'd love to have this feature working again.

Manually marking a video "as seen" still works.

Associated revisions
Revision 7e39b262 - 04/22/2013 11:44 PM - Andreas Smas

upnp: Correctly bind playcount, restartpos metadata for video items

Fixes #1693

History
#1 - 04/22/2013 03:26 AM - Ema Nymton

It still works for me with 4.3.179. Weird.

#2 - 04/22/2013 07:16 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Anonymous

It could depend on where from the content is played.

Gert, what source are you playing from?

Plugin, UPNP, local disk or something else?

#3 - 04/22/2013 01:58 PM - Anonymous

Playing from UPNP. Nothing changed server side, it just stopped marking videos as seen all of a sudden after an update.

#4 - 04/22/2013 11:53 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
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Applied in changeset commit:7e39b2627ae17f619ae53c43aae1d30c6dfa8664.

#5 - 05/25/2013 09:01 PM - Tony Miker

The automatic mark as seen does not for me from Samba or USB only when the Percentage Required is set to 100%.  Set it to 99% or lower, and it
works fine.

#6 - 05/25/2013 09:14 PM - Tony Miker

I should add that I've confirmed this bug in showtime-4.3.224-g91d3dd8 and also suspect that it may result from something like a rounding error in
comparing the video duration with the playback position.  Sometimes videos in the browser show a strange Duration that appears the same as the
playback position, like "3:27 / 3:27", and then refuse to play unless play unless "Play from beginning" is used.

#7 - 05/26/2013 09:04 PM - Andreas Smas

I've fixed the 100% bug. But please avoid reusing tickets for different issues.

#8 - 01/13/2014 03:51 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.4
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